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ABSTRACT

The propertiesof silicon nitrideceramic joints, prepared by hot

isostaticpressing,have been investigatedby recordingthe reflected

ultrasonicelasticwave off the joint interface. Experimentaland

• theoreticalanalysis of the reflectedsignal energy has shown that

propertiesof the joint interfacesuch as thickness,joining compound

composition,inclusions,and voids, can be imaged over the joint plane.

A model incorporatingplane waves shows that the reflectedsignal energy

is a functionof joint thickness,joint/hostacoustic impedenceand

transducer bandwidth. For joint thicknessesless than the average

ultrasonicwavelength in the joint, the reflected signal energy depends

quadraticallyon the thickness. This dependencewas verified by for

severaljoints by direct measurement. In the opposite regime,where the

joint thickness is greater than the ultrasonicwavelength,the reflected

signal energy is independentof thicknessand only a functionof the

joint/host acoustic impedencemismatch. This regime was not accessible

with the joints availablefor this work. These results are valid for

- wide bandwidthtransducers. The results suggestthat for a given range

of thicknesses,measurementof the joint energy with broadband

transducerswith differentcenter frequenciescould providea means of

determiningboth the joint thicknessand joint/host acoustic impedence

mismatch. Joint thickness is the most prominantparameterthat can be

probed with ultrasonicsand its effect on fracture toughnessshould be an

importantparameter in determiningthe quality of joints. Qualitatively,

the reflectedsignal energy method of data analysis is a rapid means for

asssessingjoint qualitywith respectto thickness, inclusions,and

voids.
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CERAMIC JOINT INTERFACEDIAGNOSTICS

WITH ULTRASONIC REFLECTIONSIGNAL ENERGIES

INTRODUCTION

Joiningof ceramic materialswith strong joints is critical f_r

• producinglarge structures,such as heat engines, and compositeparts with

mechanicalpropertiesappropriatefor the intendedapplication. Because

the integrityof the resultingbonds is most important,a nondestructive

means of determiningjoint characteristicswould be valuablefor

determiningacceptablejoints and extendingservice lifetimes. The goal of

this task, therefore,was to evaluate,thrnughnondestructiveultrasonic

measurements,the integrityof ceramicjoints prepared by brazingwith a

glass joining compound.

This work utilizes silicon nitrideceramicmaterials joined by a hitch

nitrogen contentglass layer throughthe applicationof the hot isostatic

" press (HIP) process as part of the Strategicand Critical Materials Program

at the INEL.1,2 The ceramic materialswere obtained from several

- suppliersa and joined by personnelin tileCeramicsgroup at the INEL.2

The joined pieces were ultrasonicallyscanned for joint interface

reflection signalsand then sectionedfor fracture toughnessmeasurements

and metallographicanalysis.

This report describes the ceramicjoint characterizationwork conducted

at the INEL. A variety of joints preparedunder differentconditions is

compared,and conclusionsare drawn as to the applicabilityof ultrasonic

measurementsto assessingjoint characteristics.

a. Kennametal, Inc., Raleigh,NC, suppliedthe Kyon 2000 for samples
29(KY/126),29(KY/I),25(KY/I);Norton Co., Worchester,MA, supplied the

• NC-132 for sample 20(NC/I);and Ceradyne, Inc., Santa Anna, CA, supplied
the Ceralloy 147Y-2 for sample 37MRCRIA.



Ultrasonicsignalsproduced by high frequencytransducerswere

reflectedoff the joint interface. The signalswere processedto produce a

C-scan, which is an image of the joint plane illustratingthe energiesof

reflectedsignalsresultingfrom propertiesof the joint

such as thickness,compositionof the joiningmaterial, and the presence of

voids, cracks, or crystallizationof the glass in the joint plane. Joint

thicknesswas accuratelymeasured, allowinggood correlationto be found

between joint reflectionsignal energy and joint thickness. This provided

a means to calibratethe reflectionsignalsfor thicknessdependence.

A calculationwas performedof the reflectionsignal energy from a good

joint, based on a continuummodel, which accounts for acoustic impedance

discontinuitiesat the joint, the joint thickness,and also the finite

bandwidthof the incidentsignal. The model was set up to closely follow

the actual experimentalconditionsof the C-scan joint mapping. The

calculationresultspoint out the dependenceof the joint's reflected

signal energy on the joint thickness and bondingmaterial composition, lt

was found that for joint thicknessesless than the ultrasonicwavelength in

the joint, the reflectedsignal energy dependsquadraticallyon the joint

thickness and is proportionalto a parameterdescribingthe joint/host

acoustic impedencemismatch. All of the work reported is for thin joints

in this regime. The model also indicatesthat for joint thicknesses

greater than the ultrasonicwavelength the signal energy is independentof

joint thicknessand dependentonly on the acoustic impedanceof the joint.

In this regime a change in signal energy indicatesa region of debonding,

micro-crackingor voids, independentof the joint thickness.

Qualitatively,for both regimes, the reflectedsignal energy method of data

analysis is a rapid means for assessingjoint qualitywith respect to

inclusionsand voids.

With the analyticmodel for the joint reflectionsignal energy as a

guide, severaljoints were scanned, as describedbelow, for both joint

analysis and model confirmation.



JOINI REFLECTIONSIGNAL ENERGYMODELDEVELOPMENT

Theory

Calculationsof the acoustic energy reflectedfrom a joint were made

based on a continuummodel. This model was used 'toidentifythe joint

thicknessand acoustic impedanceas measurableparameters and to determine

the experimentalconditionsrequired to measure these parameters. The

model is for a joint of finite thickness that is impingedupon by a plane

wave acousi_icpulse of finite bandwidth. Figure i shows a schematicof the

joint interfaceand the relevant reflectedsignals. The energy reflected

fromthe interfacewas calculatedbased on the plane wave reflection

coefficientsfrom the joint and the impedancemismatch factor between the

host and joint material, Q, which is a functionof the ratio of the known

impedancesof the two materials (see Figure i and Appendix A).

This calculationtakes into account the interferencebetween

" reflectionsfrom both joint interfacesand the finite bandwidthof the

impinginglongitudinalwave. The integralfor the joint reflection signal

- energy calculationwas evaluatednumerically,approximatingthe incident

wave bandwidth as Gaussian. The calculationswere made for center

frequenciesof 10, 25, and 50 MHz and average ultrasonicwavelengthsof

600, 240 and 120 #m in the joint material, which approximatethe

transducersused. Figure 2 shows the calculatedenergy as a functionof

the joint thickness for two values of the joint impedance. Above

-25 _m thickness,the reflectedenergy is predictedto show no

thickness-dependentvariationand to providea clear measure of the joint's

impedance. Below 25 #m, the reflectedsignal depends strongly on both

the thickness and the impedanceof the joint. Figure 3 shows the ratio of

the two curves in Figure 2 and indicatesthe maximum contrast ratio that

would be seen betweenregions of good joining (glassjoint) and regionsof

completedebonding (filledwith water), lt is seen that the reflected

" energy is most sensitiveto impedancechanges in thin joints. Figure 4

shows the dependence on the joint impedancefor three values of joint

. thickness. The reflectedenergy depends nonlinearlyon Q and is, in fact,

most sensitive for small values of Q for which the impedancesare nearly
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Figure 2. Dependence of the calculatedreflectedenergy on the joint
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Figure 4. Dependence of the reflected energy on the acoustic impedance
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matched. Figure 5 shows the reflectedenergy'sdependenceon the center

frequencyof the transducer. The reflectedenergy peaks at larger values

of the joint thicknessfor lower frequencytransducers.

• The reflectedsignal energy curve can b_.,understoodby consideringthe

signal energy that would be obtained for a single frequencycontinuotJs

• wave. in this case, there would be interferencebetweenwaves reflected

from the two joint interfacesand a resultantseries of zeros in the

reflectioncoefficientperiodicallyspaced at frequenciescorrespondingto

the joint thickness being equal to integralvalues of half the wavelength.

For joint thicknessesgreater than the ultrasonicwavelength,the reflected

energy's independenceof thickness (seen in Figure 5) comes from the wide

bandwidthcharacter of the incidentwaveform. By using a wide bandwidth

signal,the energy measurementeffectivelyaveragesthe wavelength

(thickness)dependence out of the reflectedenergy value. This results in

the measurementbeing sensitiveonly to the ceramic host/jointcompound

impedanceratio, as stated above. There are then two distinct regions for

the joint reflection signal energy: (a) for thicknessessmaller than the

wavelength,the energy is proportionalto [(Q2 _ I)/Q2](12/_2),

- and can be used to probe both thicknessand impedance,and (b) for

thicknessesgreater than the wavelength,the energy is proportionalto

(Q2 . I)/Q2 and independentof the thickness (seeAppendix A).

Experiment

Confirmationof the theoreticalmodel requiresknowledgeof all the

relevantparameters for a given joint; a fact not easily accomplishedwith

HIPped joints because the process leads to a wide variabilityin results.

Successwas achieved with a joint preparedwith ceramic blocks, 19 x 19 x

24 mm, joined along the smallerdimension. This joint (#37MRCRIA)resulted

in a wedge-shapedjoint interface,with thicknessesranging from 24 to 50

#m. Upon sectioning,this joint was found to be free of voids and

- became a standard joint for determiningthe thicknessdependence of the

model. Other nonwedgedjoints, similarto this one, formed a series of

. approximatelyten joints of the same geometry but processedunder different

conditionsduring HIPping. All were scannedwith a 20 MHz 0.25-in.

(6.35-mm)flat immP.rsiontransducer. A typical joint interface

7



reflectionsignal ( A-scan ) isshown in Figure 6. This signalwas

digitizedand its energy calculatednumericallyfor each location in the

joint plane. Figure 7 shows a C-scan of the joint signal energies and

delineatesthe wedged thickness. Data throughoutthe joint plane were

obtained by sectioningthe joint into squares as shown in Figure 7 and

opticallymeasuringthe joint thickness. Figure 8 shows the joint cross

sections found. These thicknessvalues were then correlatedwith averages

of the C-scan data taken throughoutthe correspondingsquares in order to

complete the signal energy versus thicknesscorrelationas shown in

Figure 9.

128- 1 .... I "1 I 1 " '1 1 ........ I ' I '

.1280 ../. I ..1 .I 1...... ]. J l ...I ,4 8 12 16 20
Time (_s) e4_m5

Figure 6. Joint interface reflection signal in the time domain for the
joint #37MRCR1A. The incident wave was produced by a 20 MHz,
flat faced, 0.25-in. (6.35-mm) aperture transducer in water,
with a 240 pm wavelength in the joint material.
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central section, (5OX)
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Figure g. Normalized joint reflectionenergies versusmeasured joint
thicknesses at the same location for nine differentjoints
processed under a varietyof external parameters.

Figure 9 shows the measuredjoint reflectionsignal energy as a

functionof joint thicknessfor those regions, in severaljoints, where

reliable thickness estimatescould be obtained. Most of the joints

exhibitedsignificantthicknessvariations across the joint plane, which

accountto some extent for the scatterobserved. The energy reflected from

the interfacewas calculatedbased on the reflectioncoefficientsfrom the

joint and the impedancemismatch between the host and joint. The

impedancesof the host ceramic and glass joining compound were measured

from separate bulk samples. The signal energy scales approximately

quadraticallywith joint thicknessover the range of thicknessesto

50 #m or greater. This type of behavior is consistentwith the

calculationalmodel resultsas indicatedin Figure g and shows that for

these relatively thick joints and for a given glass joiningcompound,

assumeduniformly distributedthroughoutthe joint, thickness is the

primarycharacteristicmeasuredby the ultrasonicreflectionsignal. The

actual measurement is capable of resolvingsignificantlysmaller reflected

signals (about two orders of magnitudesmaller in energy) than shown in

Figure g. Almost all of the strongerjoints exhibit reflectionsin this

range that cannot be accountedfor by thicknessdependencealone. These

reflectionsare possibly due to microcrackingnear the joint plane or

II



spreadingof the joint region from diffusionof the joiningglass into the

host ceramic. Most of the joints used in these tests were also subjected

to fracturetesting and were not availablefor detailed joint interface

analysis. This frustratedthe collectionof sufficientdata to correlate

all levels of reflectionsignal energiesobservedwith known joint

characteristics. The data presentedhere supportthe thicknessdependence

of the model and suggestthat severalother correlationsare possible;a

more involved seriesof tests is needed and wouldbe fruitful in

establishing this correlation.

12



CERAMICHIPPED JOINTS - INCLUSIONSAND VOIDS

Several of the preliminaryjoints prepared for this program consisted

of ceramic blocksapproximately 13 x 19 x 5 mm in size joined _long the

" largest face. Due to this small size and thin section, a high frequency

transducer (nominal frequency 80 MHz, 75 #m wavelength) with a

,. 0.125-in. (3.2-mm)aperturewas used for the ultrasonicreflection

measurements. The ultrasonicscans proved to be very useful for

qualitativetests of joint integrity,providinga rapid test for regions of

debonds, lack ofjoining compound,or exceptionallythick or thin joints.

Subsequently,these joined blocks were preparedwith a saw cut for fracture

testing as describedbelow. Although detailedanalysis of the joint signal

- joint characteristiccorrelationwas again not possible due to the

limited number of joints produced,severalmain featureswere found in some

specimensthat could be identified. These served to delineate the

sensitivityand limitationsof this technique.

" Microfocus X-ray _E.xperiments

- Radiographyoffers the advantageof rapid imagingof certain internal

microstructuralfeatures in materialssuch as inclusionsand voids.

i!owever,it producesonly a through-transmissiontotal absorption image of

the material that often lacks contrast since microstructuralfeatures

presentonly small differencesin a usuallylarge absorptionvalue. With

this in mind, it was not clear whether or not radiographywould be useful

for inspectionof thin joint regions such as are produced by joining

ceramics. This part of the program consistedof a series of experiments

using microfocusradiographyto assess the sensitivityof x-ray absorption

measurementsfor joint characterization. The small source size of the

x-ray unit used for these experimentsprovidedfor magnificationsof the

joint region and higher lateral resolutionthanconventional instruments.

Two ceramic joints [(29(KY/I)and 29(KY/126)]were studied in detail with

• the x-ray unit and ultrasonicallyscannedas describedbelow.

. A distinct anomaly in the joint regi¢>,_was observed in the 29(KY/126)

joint when projectedat an angle with respectto the joint plane and was

only faintlyvisible at normal incidence. The angular projection results

helped to locate the anomaly in the joint plane and suggestedthat it was
13



of greaterwidth than thickness. The 29(KY/I) joint showedno anomalies in

the joint region,but there were indicationsnear the outer surfaces of the

sample. These results illustratedthat the microfocusunit can be useful

for inspectingthe joint plane; however, considerablepositioning

capabllitymust be used in order to take advantageof nonconventional

off-axisprojectionsthroughthe joint plane. Significantincreasesin

sensitivityand lateral resolutionwere observed by time averagingwith

film detection rather than using the real-timeimage intensifiertechnique.

UltrasonicC-scans

The joint__were scanned,not only with the 80 MHz transducer,but with

a 40 MHz transducerthat was speciallyconstructedwithout a delay line. A

problem in the ultrasonicscanningperformedto date has been the presence

of extraneousechoes caused by the glass delay line attachedto these

transducers. The 40 MHz transducerwas designed to eliminatethis problem

at the expenseof fragility. The resultswere promisingin that this

transducer improved sensitivitywith no extraneousechoes;however, it

lacked the temporal resolutionavailablefrom the higher frequency

transducerwith the delay line and was more sensitiveto external

electromagneticinterferencebecauseof insufficientshielding.Both

ultrasonicscans recorded the same features. As an exampleof the

detectionsensitivityfor an imbeddedinclusion,the C-scan results of

scanningtwo joints are shown in Figure 10, 29(KY/126)and Figure 11,

29(KY/I). The C-scans show a well defined scattererin the joint plane for

29(KY/126)and no scattererfor 29(KY/I) away from the edge region.

Particularly,Figure 11 is typicalof many of the scan results,where the

scatteredsignalsnear the edg_ come mainly from incompletefilling of the

joint interfacewith the glassy material. However, Figure 10 shows a large

reflectionfrom the centralregion of the joint plane. This signal is more

than one order of magnitudegreaterthan the system noise level and was

found to be from a glass f111ed flaw in the joint plane. Figure 12 shows a

micrographof this flaw section,which measures about 50 x 200 _m. The

lateral spread shown in Figure 10 is due to the aperturesize of the

transducerused (about3 mm).

Both radiographyand ultrasonicscharacterizedthese two joints in a

similarmanner.

14
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Figure I0. C-scan of the joint reflection signal energy 'From29(KY/126)
joint, performed with an 80 MHz (75 #m wavelength),
0.125-in. (3.2-mm) transducer. The central reflection is due to
a 200 x 50 #m glass filled flaw in the joint plane (see
Figure 12).
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Figure 11. C-scan of the joint reflectionsignal energy from 29(KY/I)
joint, performedwith an 80 MHz (75 _m wavelength),
0.125-in.(3.2-mm) transducer. This joint was typical in that
reflectionscame mainly from the outer edges where joining
compoundwas missing.
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Figure 12. Micrographof the detected flaw i,_joint 29(KY/126). The flaw
appears to be glass filled and about 200 x 50 #m in size.
Magnificationis IOOX.
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CERAMICHIPPEDJOINTS - FRACTURETESTS

Vee-Cuts

Specimens measuring 19 x 19 x 24 mm and 13 x 19 x 5 mmwere fracture

tested to measure the modulus of rupture for these HIPped joints. The

results of ultrasonic scans were particularly useful in that regions of

varying degrees of bonding were readily identified and judgments could be

made as to the utility and exact nature of fracture testing needed for each

joint before beqinning the costly preparation of joint specimens. Some of

the results of the joint imaging for fracture testing of the smaller joints

are shown in Figure 13. As before, the figures display the value of the

joint reflection signal energy obtained by scanning laterally over the

specimen surface with the joint plane parallel to the specimen surface and

1-mm spacing between measurement points. Generally, the lighter colors

shown indicate larger signal energies. Figure 13 shows the joint 25(KY/I)

for a specimen made of Kyon ceramic bonded with glass by HIPping. The left

side of the figure shows signals much smaller than the right. Model •

calculations of the reflection signal energy from a plane joint indicate

that the large signals should be observed for thick joints and from regions

of less glass bonding material, as with a void or high porosity region.

This specimen was subsequently prepared for fracture testingby sawing

a slit along the joint, producing a "vee" as shown in the photograph

of Figure 13. The specimen was then fractured by expanding this slit; the

vee tip initiates the resulting crack. The amount of force necessary to

split the specimen is a measure of the fracture toughness of the joint

region. A distinct interruption in the fracture is seen to the left of the

tip in the photograph which roughly correlates with the region where the

joint reflection signal decreases as shown in the ultrasonic scan. Close

examination shows that the fracture begins in the joint at the tip of the

vee and then proceeds along the joint until it jumps into the lower ceramic

block. This indicates that to the left of the break region the joint is

stronger than the host ceramic material. The decrease in the ultrasonic

signal energy indicates that this region is also where the joint is

thinnest, assuming there are no voids in the joint region. Apparently,

thinner joints are stronger, which may indicate more diffusion of the glass

into the host ceramic and tighter bonding.

18
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Figure 13. Plot of the joint reflection signal energies obtained by
scanning before fracture testing for a HIPped Kyon/glass/Kyon

• joint 25(Ky/I). The "vee" indicates the joint region left after
sawinga slit alongthe joint. The photographaboveshowsthe
cracksurfaceafterfractureto the same scaleas the plot.
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Figure 14 shows a scan from joint 20(NC/I),which was very uniformand

consistentlyyielded small joint reflectionsignals. The photographshows

an enlarged view of the fracture,which was observedto jump repeatedly

from the upper to the lower ceramichost material as it progressedalong

the joint. This behavioragain indicatesthat the joint was as strong or

stronger than the host material. From these results, it appears that

ultrasonicmeasurementscan reveal joint plane features that correlatewith

fracture toughness. More detailed examinationis needed to determine

exactly which joint characteristics(e.g., thicknessor composition)are

related to fracture toughness.

Modulus of Rupture Bars

The large joint specimens were cut along the long direction into 16

parts for modulus of rupture (MOR) measurements as shown in Figure 7.

These cut specimens were used to perform tests at a variety of

temperatures. This additional parameter, in conjunction with the fact that

most joints had severalunusable regions due to incompletespreadingof the

joint compound, led to a severe limitationin the number of joints with a

given set of characteristicsthat could be analyzed for detailed ultrasonic

comparison. Consequently,at present, rather low statisticsexist for the

fracture toughnesscorrelationsand are not consideredcomplete enough to

be included in this report. The joint used for the thicknesscomparison

contained four regionswith differentthicknesses,which were MOR tested at

room temperatureand at I000°C. The room temperatureresults showed a

sl_ _ monotonicallydecreasingmodulus as the joint thickness increased.

Th ay not be significant,however, as the statisticalspread in this

typ_ of measurementis larger than the deviationobserved. On the other

hand, a significantchange in the modulusof rupturewas seen for the four

s, tions tested at the higher temperature. The data are not understoodat

pr ent and must be repeatedto provide sufficientstatistics for

me_ingful conclusions.
a

20
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Figure 14. Plot of the joint reflection signal energies obtained by
scanning before fracture testing for a HIPped NC/glass/NC joint

, 20(NC/1). The "vee" indicatesthe joint region left after
sawing a slit along the joint. The photographabove shows the
crack surface after fractureto an enlarged scale.
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CONCLUSIONS

Researchwas performedto determinethe feasibilityof using reflected

ultrasonicsignal energy as a probe for determiningimportantjoint

features, lt is concluded that this form of ultrasonictesting is very

applicable,having both qualitativeand quantitativepotential.

Qualitatively,it is ideal for locatingand assessinginclusions,voids,

and regions of thin or thick joiningcompound throughoutthe joint plane by

the C-scan method. Quantitatively,th'e.value of the reflectedsignal

energy can be used to measure joint thickness,given other controlled

parameters. The results suggest that for a given range of thicknesses,

measurement of the joint energy with broadband transducers with different

center frequencies could provide a meansof determining both the joint

thickness and joint/host acoustic impedence mismatch. Joint thickness is

potentially a critical feature in determining the fracture toughness of the

joint itself. Further progress in this area will neccessitate a detailed

study with many joints produced with well characterized joint interfaces in

order to obtain the correct statistics for verifying correlations between

the joint features and the ultrasonic scans.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATIONOF THE JOINT REFLECTIONSIGNAL ENERGY: PLANE WAVE ANALYSIS

- For this calculation,the ceramic surfacesand the joint plraneare

assumedto be flat and parallel. The compositeceramiccomponent is

• submergedin water as the ultrasoniccouplant. Let an initialplane wave

of spectral amplitudeG(u) impingenormally on the ceramic surface from

a water couplant medium. The first reflectedwave is the front surface

reflection

F(_) = rwc (_)

where rwc is the water/ceramicreflectioncoefficient. The next

signalobserved comes from the joint interface,which presents a total

reflectioncoefficientof rj, which istabulated below.A'I Thus, the
joint signal amplitude is

J(_) = tcw rj twc G(_),

where the transmissioncoefficientsare related by'

2 Finally,the back surface reflectionoff thetcw twc= I - rwc .

ceramic/waterinterfaceon the other side of the joint is given by

B(_) = rcw tcw twc tj2 G(_),

where tj is the total joint transmissioncoefficient. The reflection and
transmissioncoefficientscan be written in terms of the relevant material

acoustic impedance,assuming isotropicmaterials as

i

rwc : (Zc - Zw)/(Zc + Zw) twc = 2Zc/(Zc + Zw)

rcw : (Zw - Zc)/(Zc + Zw) tcw : 2Zw/(Zc + Zw)
f

The joint reflectionand transmissioncoefficientsare given by the

acousticcoefficientsfor propagationthrough a barrier"A'I
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rj2 : I - tj2 tj2 : I/[cos2(kl)+ Q2sin2(kl)],

rj2 = (Q2 . .1)sin2(kl)/[cos2(kl)+ Q2sin2(kl)],

where Q =_(Zj/Zc + Zc/Zj)/2 and kl -_I/v, with _ = 2pi*f,
v the longitudinalwave velocity in the joint material and .lthe joint

interfacethickness. The joint reflectionsignal energy is given by'

JE(_) : (I .-rwc2)2 IG(_)I2 [(Q2. I)IQ2]/[I+ (11Q2)cot2(kl)].

The total joint signal energy is then the integralof this term over the

nonzero spectralcomponentsof*the initialwaveform and is dependentow_lyon

the joint propertiesthroughthe ratio of the joint thicknessto the

ultrasonicwavelength {kl} and the impedanceratio {Q}, lt is,tobe noted
L

that.Q > I, and typical values are betweenI and 2. Most of the salient

features of the signalenergy equationcan be illustratedby making some

simplifyingassumptions"

i. Let IG(_)I2 = I, for _")0" b < _ < _0 + b, which

is a square frequencyspectrawith a bandwidthof 2b.

2. Assume I < Q < 2, which istypical for many materials,then the

integrand[I + (I/Q2)cot2{kl}]"I is approximatelyequal to

sin2{kl},which is exactly true for Q = I (see Figure A-I).

The integral for the joint reflectionsignalenergy can now be evaluatedin

closed form:

_o+b

JE = (i - rwc2)2 [(Q2 - I)/Q2] / sin2{(al/v)d_

_0 - b,

JE = (I - rwc2)2 [(Q2 _ I)/Q2] b[1 - (cos{2_ol/v}sin{2bl/v})/(2bl/v)]
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. Figure A-I. Plot of the integrand function [I + (I/Q2)cot2{kl}]-1 for
various values of Q - (Zi/Z c + Zc/Zi)/2, with Z. the
bonding material impedanEe and Zc the ceramic h_st impedance.

The thickness dependent part of this equation is plotted in Figure A-2. lt
will be noted from that figure that.

I. JE is proportionalto (Q2 . I)/Q2

2. JE is proportionalto the transducerbandwidth {b}

3. JE is independentof thicknessfor kl >> pi/2 with wide bandwidth

4. JE is proportionalto (Q2 . ])/Q2 (12/_2)for thin joints.
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FigureA-2. Plotof the normalizedjointsignalenergyfor the simplifiedmodel
(seeAppendixA) forvariousvaluesof the normalizedbandwidth
B- 2b/_O.
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